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ABSTRACT 
We give a shoti proof of a lower bound for the smallest singular value mentioned 
by Hong and Pan. One of our results improves their theorem. We obtain another 
lower bound that is sharp. An example shows that these results can be quite accurate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For convenience, we list all special notation used throughout the rest of 
this note: 
CnXn(RnX”) = the set of all n X n matrices with complex (real) elements; 
ri( A) = the Euclidean norm of the ith row of A; 
ci( A) = the Euclidean norm of the ith column of A; 
r-,,,in( A) = mini{ ri( A)}; 
c,,,~~( A) = mini{ci( A)}; 
11 AIlF = the Frobenius norm of A. 
For (Y = ((u,, . . . , a,) and all cq > 0, i = 1,. . . , n, 
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For (Y = (or,..., a,> and all q > 0, i = 1, . . . ,r~, 
(9irni” = mp{$). 
Finally, 
s = ldet Al 
’ l&ci( A) ’ 
s = ldet Al 
’ FI;=,rJ A) ’ 
A* = the conjugate transpose of A; 
AT = the transpose of A. 
Let A E CnXn be nonsingular, and let 
be the singular values of A. Y. P. Hong and C. T. Pan gave the following 
lower bound for q,(A) in [l]: 
(n-l)/!2 
ldet Almax 
%in( A) ‘mint A) 
l-I;= rci( A) ’ l-I;= lri( A) * (1) 
The spectral condition number of a given nonsingular matrix A E Cnx” 
is crr( A)/q.,( A). I n order to give an upper bound for a,( A)/q( AI, one 
needs a lower bound for on(A). See [2] for a detailed discussion. 
In Section 2, a short proof of a lower bound for the smallest singular value 
of A is given. Moreover, the estimate is an improvement of Hong and Pan’s 
result in [l]. In Section 3, we obtain another lower bound for the smallest 
singular value, which is sharp under the assumptions of (8) in Theorem 2 
below. In Section 4, we give some examples and make some remarks about 
relations between Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
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2. AN IMPROVEMENT AND SHORT PROOF FOR HONG AND 
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PAN’S LOWER BOUND 
First, we prove the following lemma that will be needed. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A E C”‘” (n 2 3) is nonsingular, with 11 Ally = 
Then 
a,( 4 > (Gr-‘)“ldet Aj[I + f( G)“ldet A[‘l. 
Proof. The arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality and the identity 
1) Alli = u,“< A) + *es + a,,? A) give 
uf( A) ..* c,~-~( A) < 
i”= (n;o.‘lA))” 
Multiplying both sides of this inequality by a:( A), we obtain 






2/h - 1) 
n-1 
4 A) > Tldet A( 
z/(n-l) + f[ a,(A)2/(n-1)]n 
n-l 
> Z/(n - 1) -1det Al . 
n 






Jdet Al . 
n 
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Solving this inequality for gn(A) gives 
o,(A) ’ ( qj’“-““,det A,[1 + t(f+det A,zr-1)‘z, 
and since n > 3, it follows that 
a,(A) ’ ( q)(“pl)‘zjdet A,[, + i( G)“ldet Ai2]. ??
The following theorem is the first main result of this note. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E CnXn (n > 3) be nonsingular. Then for given 
positive real numbers cxi, i = 1,. . . , n, we have 
cn - o/2 
ldet Almax a 
i( ) (Y min 
f-t A) 
i 1 a WfI~ ) (4) min ’ 1 
where 
b,(a) = 1 + - 
:(~)“(fi&)2~~~~A~2 
and 
b,( cx) = 1 + - 
:($$)“(fi&)‘~detA~“. 
Proof. Set 
A’ = ( g-yJ2A%( $q>...> --&J. 
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Since A’ satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, it follows that 
The corresponding result for rows can be proved in the same way. ??
One can easily obtain Hong and Pan’s lower bound ((3) in [l]) as follows: 
Extend (3) as 
crl( A)2 .** an_l(A)2 < in ;“i”‘jn-’ <(-+)“-‘- 
Multiply this inequality by on2(A) and solve for o,,(A) to obtains weaker 
version of the inequality in Lemma 1, 
(n-1)/2 
ldet Al. 
Setting (Y~ = 1, i = 1,. . . , n, and scaling the columns of A as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 now gives the bound (1) of Hong and Pan. 
To give the best bound in (41, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E C”‘” (n > 3) be nonsingular and c,(A) > a** > 
cn( A). Then 
1+-- 
'jtA) 
n;:/ci( A) cn( A) 
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Zf c,“( A)/& JA) < 1, then for sufficiently large n 
-(n - o/2 
1 
l-I;&(A) ’ @) 
Proof. We will first show that the expression to be maximized has a 
finite supremum that is achieved. Set 
F(ff 1>...> a”) = (gJo-( $y&$ 
for ai > 0, i=l >***, n, 
and D = {(cur, . . . . a,)lCr= rcrf = 1 and oi > 0, i = 1,. . . , n}. Clearly, D is 
a compact set. Since F(ha,, . . . . ha,) = F(a,, . . ., a,) for A > 0, we may 
consider the sumpremum of F(a,, . . . , a,) over D. The function 
F(a r,‘“, a,) is equal to the product of the n - 1 smallest factors aJci( A> 
with the constant factor (n - l)(n-1)/2, which is well behaved in D and is 
zero if and only if one of the cri’s is zero. This observation makes it clear that 
F(a r,“‘, a,) is continuous on D and its supremum cannot be achieved on 
the boundary of D, so it must be achieved at an interior point. 
Let 
maxF(al ,..., cr,) = F(h, ,..., h,) = 
U,>O 
where j is an index such that (c( A)/A),,, = cj( A)/Aj. By means of calculus, 
it is easy to show that 
1 4 A) -(n-1)/2 1 
1+- 
n - 1 c:-~(A) l-I:zI-l’ci( A) 
if j =n, 




n - 1 c,“(A) l-f;<;ci( A) c,,(A) if ’ + n- 
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That is, if j = n, the maximum value is achieved at 
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A, = *** = An_1 = cn- d A) A 
c,(A) ” 
and if j z n, the maximum value is achieved at 
A, = . . . = Aj_l = Aj+, = -.. = A, = cd A) -5. 
'jCA) 
This concludes the proof of (5). 
To prove (6), set t E c~(A)/c~_~(A), x E $(A)/$(A)~ 
Solving t&(x) = 0 for x gives x = (n - l)/(n - 2). Thus 
Since 
it follows that dm > Jm for all su lciently large R and each fned ff 
t < 1. ??
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let A E (2"' ” (n > 3) be nonsingular. Then 
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where 
Bc= (n-l)(lL --&t I ,I 
(n - 1)/Z 
[ ( 1,; 1+ 1 --n -t n-l ) I s,2t > 
Br= ,.-+: -JJ i 
n-1/2 









r,“- 1( A) * 
The bound given in (7) is just the bound of Hong and Pan with the 
additional factor B, (or B,). Since 
S,<l and !im(l+ --&t)^=ef, 
asymptotically B, and B, satisfy 
e$(l-t) <B, <eb(‘+‘i(l + iemt) 
,:(1-T) < B, < e$(l-‘) 1 + - ( ie-T). 
Since 
!$ = _gl + _L_-cn+1)‘2( n [4 J-l)‘2 
X[l-s:j1+ &)-(“-l)+ 2;;;:)S:t(l+ $)-“I 
<o 




for 6 < t < 1 and 0 < r < 1, B, and B, are decreasing functions of t and r, 
respectively. 
When t = 1 [c,_ I( A) = c,( A)1 and r = 1 [7;, _ r( A) = r,( &I, asymptoti- 
tally B, and B, satisfy 
1 < B, < 1 + A = 1.184 and 1 < B, < 1 + k = 1.184. 
When t K 1 [c,“(A) << ct_ r( A)] and r -=K 1 ]ri( A) +C r,“ r( A)], asymptoti- 
tally B, and B, satisfy 
B,=&= 1.648 and B, = & = 1.648. 
Thus, when t = 1 and r = 
bound is modest. However, 
is signij?cant for large n. 
1, the improvement of (7) over Hong and Pan’s 
when t -=K 1 and r -=z 1, the improvement of (7) 
3. ANOTHER LOWER BOUND 
Following [3], we write (a,, . . . , a,,) 4 (b,, . . . , b,) if 
kai< ibi, k=l ,...,n- 1 and iai = ibi, 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
where a, > **. > a,, and b, > *** >b,,a,,b,~R,i=l,..., n. 
To prove our second main result, we need the following lemma, which is 
well known. 
LEMMA 3. Let (a,, . . . . a,> -C (b, ,..., b,) with a, > 0 and b, > 0. 
Then 
Proof. See Problem 11 in 94.3 in [4]. 
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The following theorem is our second main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let A E C”‘” (n 2 3) be nonsingular, cl(A) 3 *** > 
c,,(A), and rl(A) > *a. B r,(A). 
(i> Ifc,(A> Q c,_~(A)/ fi ( or r,(A) B r,-2(A)/ a), then 
crn( A) > cn( A)( 1 - d-)1’2 
(or o;l( A) > r,,( A)(1 - dq)l”). (‘) 
(ii) Zfc,(A> 7 c,-JA)/ fi (or r,(A) 7 r,,_2(A)/ a), 
then 
or q( A) > 
rd.(A) (1 _ ~qy2).(g) 
45 
Proof. We give the proof for the case of columns; the case of rows can 
be proved in the same way. 
Set 
diT 1 1 1 cl(A) ‘**” c,-~( A) ’ c,_~( A) ’ c,,(A) ’ 
Then (A’)*A’ has diagonal entries (2, . . . ,2,1,1} SO ((+:(A’), . . . , c,~_ ,(A’)) 
and (2 , . . . ,2,2 - q2( A’)) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3. It follows that 
n-1 
*Cl ai2( A’) Q 2”-2[2 - u;( A’)]. 
Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by an2( A’), we obtain 
< 2”-2[2 - qf( A’)] d( A’). 
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[ u;( A$ - 24 A’) + S,2 < 0. 
Since S, < 1, we have 
q2( A') > 1 - 43 or q,( A’) z (1 - d%)1’2 
Now, there are two cases to consider: 
(i) If cn( A) < cfl-2( A) , then 
G 
a,( A) 2 a,( A’b-d A) > cn( A)(1 - d--)1’2. 
(ii) If cn( A) > c,-2( A) ) then 
di 
a,( A) a ad A’) 
c,-z( 4 
J;z a 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 
4. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
REMARK 1. When both conditions in (8) are satisfied, we can compare 
the lower bounds in (8) and (7). 
We may assume that max(c,,,( A)S,, ~,in( A)S,} = C,in( A)S, = C,in( A)S. 
Then the bound in (7) is asymmptotically 
The bound in (8) is 
g(s) = (1 - ~)“‘cmin( A). 
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Since df/dt = - +e-t/2S(1 - e -tS2 + $te-fS2)c,i,(A) < 0, f(S, t) is a 
decreasing function of t. If 
then 
S2 Q 2ef - e2t, 
(1 - CiFF)l” & eCtj2S, 
and hence 
If 
s2, Z,‘(l+ iemtf -e2t 
, 
(1+ ieet[ ’ 
then 
(1 - ~~)“’ > e- t/3(1 + ;e-t), 
and hence 
g(S) KKW* 
Moreover, an elementary computation shows that 
f(S, 1) < g(S). (10) 
REMARK 2. The lower bound in (8) is sharp. To see this, we consider the 
following two examples, which explain two different cases of Theorem 2. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let A E C3’ 3 satisfy 
with ; a b > (tl. 
Hence the condition cn( A) < c, _ a( A)/ fi holds. 
We have cf( A) = a, c,“(A) = c,“(A) = b, and a:( A) = b - Itl. By (8), 
~%4) a b(l - = - J l- u( b2 - lt$ ab2 
Thus, equality can hold in (8). 
Recall the following result in [5] (see also Theorem 4.3.32 in [4]): If 
(a 1,. . . , a,) 4 (b,, . . . , b,), then there exists a real symmetric matrix with 
diagonal entries (a,, . . . , a,) and eigenvalues {b,, . . . , b,}. 
EXAMPLE 2. The preceding observation shows that there is a real sym- 
metric ositive definite matrix B with diagonal entries (1, 1,l) and eigenval- 
ues { 2 , I&, 3 - 26). Let A be the unique positive definite square root of P 
B. Then a:( A) = 3 - 26 and 
S2 = 2(3 - 2fi). 
Notice that c,(A) > c, _ 2( A)/ fi and 
0.41 L cr3( A) > $+I - 6-F) G 0.31 
Thus, the case (9) is possible, with strict inequality, and for this matrix A, the 
case (8) does not hold. 
These two examples show why it is necessary to divide Theorem 2 into 
the two cases (8) and (9). 
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REMARK 3. The bounds in (7) and those in (9) are not comparable. For 
example, for an identity matrix the bound in (7) is better than that in (91, 
while for A = diag(l.4, 1,l) the reverse is true. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
A= 
Then the bound (1) gives 
20 1 
11 0 
,2 1 -1 
. 
1 
The bound (7) gives 
v3( A) > ; > 0.47. 
g3( A) > 3(1 + &) > 0.48, 
and (8) gives 
c3( A) > (2 - \/5)l” > 0.5. 
However, the exact smallest singular value is g&A) = 0.59. This shows that 
the lower bounds (7) and (8) can be quite accurate. 
The authors thank two referees for very constructive reviews that have 
greatly improved the paper. The authors are also particularly grateful to 
Professor Roger A. Horn for his repeated help in preparing the manuscript. 
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